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Abstract 
Order-disorder effect's on equat'ion of st'ate (EOS) propert'ies of substit~ut~ional binary alloys are 
invest'igat'ed with the cluster variation inet'hod (CVAI) based on ab initio effect'ive cluster iiiterac- 
tmioiis (ECI). Calculations are applied to t'he fcc based Ni-A1 syst8em. Various related quantit'ies are 
shomii to vary mit,h concentration around ~t~oichioinet~ry with a surprising "\V shape": such as the 
t'hermal expansion coefficient, the heat capacity and the Griineisen paramet'er, due t'o configura- 
t'ional ordering effect's. Analysis shows t'hat t'his feat'ure originates from the dominated behavior 
of some elements of t'he inverse of Hessian mat'rix. For the first time we poiiit out that the st'rong 
composit~ional variation of t'hese propert'ies might be partially responsible for local fractures in 
allojls and mineral cry~t~als  uiider heat,ing, highlight,iiig t8he imp~rt~ance of subt,le thermodynamic 
behavior of order-disorder syst'ems. 
PACS iiuinbers: 64.30.+t,, 64.6O.Cn, 65.40.-b, 61.66.Dk, 71.20.L~ 
Keywords: equatioii of st'at'e, cluster variatioii iilet'hod, order-disorder, high pressure, alloys 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The equation of state (EOS) is a primary but important property to understand materials 
behavior. Although the theory of the EOS for element a1 substances is well-developed in 
both the ordiiiarj~ d e i ~ s i t y ~ * ~  and the abnormal density region3 its extension to alloys and 
compounds is a rather recent development5 and some interesting results hasre been ~ b t a i n e d . ~  
It has been understood that ordering and disordering process hasre considerable effects on 
phase stabilitjr aiid thermodynainic behaviors of materials. as well as on the EOS. of course. 
For example. the pressure is increased considerably due to the order-disorder transition along 
the Hugoniot in Ni3A1.6 Howes~er. this effect on the EOS was investigated only at constant 
coinpositioii. Initial calculations have pointed to surprising compositioiial variations in the 
heat Though these calculations dealt with simple models and some important 
contributions were ignored. a theoretical analysis showed that the so-called .'IT; shape" of 
heat capacity around stoichioinetric coinpositions is a general feature of ordered alloysg aiid 
similar phenomena can be expected for other thermodynamic quantities. 
First-principles calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) hasre received much 
attention for the study of alloy phase stabilitjr with contributions froin chemical effects1' aiid 
lattice vibrations.'' For the EOS. first-principles results are not as accurate as might be ex- 
pected.12 mainly because of the large error in calculating the bulk modulus of transition 
metals aiid the difficultj, to accurately account for lattice vibrations aiid local distortions. 
Homrever. the precision of current ab znztzo results is high enough for making definite predic- 
tions. aiid will be einploj~ed in this work to derive effective cluster interactions (ECI). 
For a full uiiderstaiidiiig of the properties of alloys. kiio~vledge of forinatioii free energy 
is not completelj~ sufficient. The kiio~vledge of the EOS is essential for understanding me- 
chanical aiid therinodj~iiainical properties during adiabatic compression and so on. Thus 
all Gibbs free energjr coiitributioiis inust be coi~sidered.~ Combining the cluster expansion 
method (CEhI) and the cluster variation method (CVAI) provides a natural and feasible 
approach to evaluate the EOS of alloys and solid solutions, in which configurational effects 
are included explicitly. The effects of ordering and disordering process can be modelled 
directly in this framework by variation principle of ininiiniziiig Gibbs functioii with respect 
to volume and correlation functions. It is necessary to point out that unlike vibrational and 
electronic excitations. excitations associated with short- or long ranged order hasre large en- 
ergy ba'rriers so t'hat noii-equilibrium st'a'tes are easily rea'ched. Therefore, it is quite suit'a'ble 
t'o sepa'rat'e out the effect of ordering on t'he therma'l properties. 
In t'his pa,per m7e ca,lcula,te order-disorder effect's on t'he EOS and relat'ed therma,l q~mntit'ies 
for binary fcc Xi-A1 a,lloys using ab initio cheimica,l- a,nd la,ttice vibrat'ional coiitribut~ioiis. 
The metmhodology of our ca,lcula,tions is discussed briefly in t'he next section. The model t'o 
a,pproxima,te the contribution of la,ttice vibra,tions is described and ordering corrections to t'he 
t,herma,l expansion coefficient, heat ca,pacit,y a,t constant pressure, Gruneisen para,meter a,nd 
so forth are derived and calcula,tmed. The implica,tions of the st'rong cornpositmion dependence 
a,re discussed. 
11. METHODOLOGY 
For subst~itutioiia~l biiia,rj, alloj~s, t'he Gibbs free energjr ca,ii be written a,s 
where the summatmion is over a,ll types of clusters. aai is the mobius inversion coefficient of 
cluster a, of type a which satisfies a,, = C ' (-1)13'az. the prime indicates the summation 
3>a, 
is restricted by maximal clusters: pa% is the density matrix of cluster a, and is related to 
Here a33 is the cluster occupatioii variable and a ,  is the number of sites contained in the 
a, cluster.13 The chemical and vibrational effective cluster interactions (ECI) v,(V) and 
zc,(V. T )  are derived by a generalized Connolly-LVilliams procedure14 with cohesis~e energies 
and vibrational free energies of a set of superstructures. 
S -1 
c, (V) = C (E, ) ES (V) . 
The superscript' S denotes t'he superstructures and ([:)-' is the general pseudo-inverse; i.e.; 
t'he lloore-Penrose inverse of the correlat'ion f~~nct ' ion ma,trix. which gives t'he least squares 
sol~~t~ion for overdet'ermined systems of equat8ions.15 
The vibrat~ioiia~l free energy is described a'pproximately by Debye-Gruiieiseii model 
9 F,(V. T) = 3kBTln (1 - exp (-QD/T)) - kBTD(OD/T) + -kBOD. 
8 (4) 
where k B  is B~lt~znlann's co~lst~arlt and D is the Debye f~~nction.  The Debye t'ernperat'ure is 
where B is the bulk inodulus as determined froin the cohesive energy curve, A 1  is the 
atomic weight and c is the concentration of Al. Scaling factors dAl and dx, are determined 
from experimental OD's of constituent elements at ambient condition. respectively (423K 
for A1 and 427K for Ni). to remedy this model for transition metals and their alloys. It is 
necessary to point out that the Debye-Griineisen model is rather crude. It does not have 
the capability to model the phonon density of state (DOS) at high frequencies properly. 
which results in inaccurate vibrational entropy difference among phases. Hornlever. this is 
not so serious because the contribution from the vibrational energy becomes more important 
than entropy for EOS calculations and the Gruneisen parameter is dependent mainly on low 
frequencies part of phonoii DOS. A much more severe limitatioii of this model is that for 
cluster expansion Eq.(5) sometimes will become ill-defined. even breaks down completely 
if the atomic volume is beyond the inflection point of the cohesis~e energy cursTe where the 
bulk modulus B = 0. Ni-A1 alloj~s exeinplifj~ this case, where at the Al-rich region, the 
equilibrium volume is beyond the inflection point of the S i  cohesive energy and the bulk 
modulus and Debye temperature cannot be defined properly. Therefore. in order to use the 
Debye-Gruiieiseii model. a certain hydrostatic pressure inust be applied to reduce the size 
difference between Ni and Al. In this paper. a pressure of 30GPa is used. 
The equilibrium Gibbs f~~nct ion is obtained by the variational principle 
Then t'he EOS and ot'her related qua,ntit'ies call be derived direct'l~r. In t'he framern~ork of 
CVT\I+CElI, these qua,nt'it'ies a,re ca,lcula,ted bj, iiumerica~l differeiitia,tion. E.g., t'he therinal 
expa'nsioii coefficient a't composit~ioii c: teinperat'ure To, and pressure Po is evaluat'ed using 
t'he forinula, 
I V(C. To + AT.  Po) - V(C. To - AT. Po) Q(C,  To. Po) = V(C. To. Po) 2AT 
Ot'her quantit'ies. t'he compre~sibilit~y K . heat capa,city at const,a,nt pressure Cp a,nd isoba,ric 
EOS pa'rainet'er R3.4 ca'n be ca~lcula~t~ed a~nalogouslj~ m~it'h 
The isochoric EOS pa,ramet,er (i.e.. Griineisen pa,ramet,er) y. and t'he coefficient of pressure 3. 
hom~es~er. must be computed indirectly via ot'her thermal qmntit'ies bemuse it is impossible 
t'o fix volume when t'he equilibrium Gibbs free energy is obtained s~a,ria,t~iona,lly. Genera,lly. 
t'he Griineisen paramet'er can be obt,a,ined rn~it'h 
where the heat capacitjr at constant voluine is given by Cv = C p - T P V a 3  and the coefficient 
of pressure 3 = &. 
111. CALCULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 
A. Ab initio calculations and phase diagram 
Cohesis~e energies of some hypothetical Iii-A1 fcc-based superstructures hasre been listed 
in Ref.[5]. Here the cohesive energies of some additional structures are given as computed 
with CASTEP17 Is with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)lg for fcc lattice pa- 
rameters from 2.8 to 4.8A. The calculatioiis are einploj~ ultrasoft pseudopoteiitials20 with 
a cutoff kinetic energy for planem~as~es of 540 eV. Integrations in reciprocal space are per- 
formed in the first Brillouin none with a k-point grid with a maximal interval of 0.03~~' 
as generated with the IIonkhorst-Pack2' scheme. The energy tolerance for the charge self- 
consistency convergence is 2peVlatom for all calculations. Cohesis~e energies at different 
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FIG. I: Cohesive energy as function of the lattice parameter for some fcc superstructures. 
TABLE I: Cohesive energies of fcc superstructures at 0 GPa. 
Structure c ~ a  Emh a 
(ev/atom) (4 
lattice pameters  are extracted from the total energies by subtracting the spin-polarbed 
energies of isolated atoms. Then, they are fitted to Morse-type energy functions which are 
used to derive ECIs. 
The calculated cohesive energy curves of the superstructures are shown in figure 1 and 
the equilibrium lattice parameters and cohesive energies at zero pressure are listed in t h  
ble I. NR4O and C2/m are the most stable structures. We have tried to calculate the 
ground states and phase diagram at finite temperature with CEM and CVM approachi3~"~23 
1 non-vibrations l f l  FCC 
with vibrations 
f' 
FIG. 2: The phase diagram of fcc Ni-AZ in the T apprmimation with elastic relaxations included. 
For comparison, both with and without vibrational effects are shown. 
with Tetr ahedron-Octahedron (T-0) approximation by inclusion of these new structures 
with those listed in table I1 of Ref.[S]. However, it fa% and seems much more struc- 
tures are needed. On the other hand, aIthough T-0 approximation is more accurate 
than T-approximation, it always cannot change the qualitative conclusions made with T- 
approximation. Therefore it is unnecessary to burden additional computation demands for 
this work when the precision of T-approximation is enough. 
After excluding the 22 and C2/m (Ni4A12) structures from above mentioned superstruc- 
tures, a set of EC1sz4 is derived within the T-approximation that faithhlly produces the 
correct ground states. The corresponding phase diagrams at a hydrostatic pressure of 
30GPa are plotted in k u r e  2, where horizontal lines indicate the temperatures at which 
the configurational corrections of the EOS properties have been calculated as hnction of 
composition. Here global relaxation (for the elastic energy partially) is taken into account, 
which is responsible for the phase separation at the Al-rich side; and hydrostatic pressure 
is implemented to reduce the size difference between Ni and A1 so that the bulk modulus 
of the pure phases is well dehed. Far comparison, the phase diagram without vibrational 
contribution is presented dm. It is seen that order-disorder transition temperatures of L12 
and Llo are slightly lowered by vibrational contributions, but less than 100K. Considering 
that including vibrations through anhmonity causes a volume expansion, it appears that 
FIG. 3: Thermal expansion ooe5cient of Ni-A1 alloys without vibrational, contributiorls as a func- 
tion of composition. Solid lines are for single phases and dotted curves are for metastable/coexisting 
disordered phases. 
in actuality the effect of vibrations on the order-disorder temperatures is even less. There- 
fore, vibrational effects on phase diagram of fcc Ni-A1 appear very minor, in agreement with 
that inferred from first-principles cdculations of the vibrational entropy.a5 However, when 
bcc-based structures are included, this statement might have to be reconsidered.% 
B. Order-disorder effects on EOS c~uant ities 
Generally, thermal expansion of materials originates from anharmonic lattice vibrations. 
However, in the case of alloys, configurational effects are another source of thermal ex- 
pansion, although its magnitude is not as large as that of vibrations, Figure 3 shows the 
colzfigurationd excess thermal expansion coefficient a,  computed at fixed temperatures of 
2100, 2650, 2950 and 3350K, respectively, as indicated in figure 2. Stable and unstable 
phases and two phase regions can be found easily from figure 2. It is evident that for the 
metastable fcc phase, increasing temperature dways decreases a, reflecting the loss of short 
range order. This might suggest that ordering increases a. However, for stable ordered 
phases (Lla and Llo) , nr increases with temperature. This apparent contra& can be under- 
stood when reahzing that disordering in the ordered state accelerates as the temperature 
increases. Some other details me particular interesting. The most noticeable features are the 
FIG. 4: Thermal expansion coefficient of Ni-A1 alloys with vibrational contributions at different 
temperatures. The dotted lines denote the metastable/coexisting region of disordered phase. 
peaks and wings around stoichiometric compositions. According to Sluiter and Ka.wmoes 
this is due to antisite defects near stoichiometry. The second remarkable feature is that 
at low temperatures, cx of the ordered phase is much smaller than that af the fcc phase, 
However, when the temperature approaches the order-disorder t ramit ion temperature Tc, a 
in the ordered state rapidly increases and greatly exceeds the disordered a. This leads to a 
sharp drop in rr at Tc when order-disorder transition is completed. Actually, according to 
Eq. (7) and the fact that order-disorder transitions on fcc lattice are always fist order, which 
results in a jump of volume at Tc, we can conclude that a approaches infinite at Tc and has 
a more steep slope on disorder side. The same conclusion is also valid for heat capacity, but 
not for compressibility, since pressure dso jumps tat T, and with Eq.(8) the compressibility 
has a finite value at Tc. 
These observations still are valid when vibrational contributions are included, as is shown 
in figure 4. Including vibrations now Ieds to a of the disordered phase that consistently 
increases with temperature. The a curves dso became more smooth with increasing tem- 
perature. The difference between a of the ordered and disordered phases is enhanced a little 
by lattice vibrations. Simultanwusly, the peaks near stoichiometric composition become 
less pronounced than those in figure 3. In figure 4, Acul is the difference between the a! 
of Ni and that of A1 at 2100K, and Aaz is the increment of a of Ni when temperature 
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FIG. 5: Isobaric EOS parameter R as a function of Al concentration, without vibrationd contri- 
butions. Dash-dottd linm indicate those of the fcc phase at 2650, 2950 and 3550K, respectively. 
raised from 2100K to 2650K. It is seen that their values are not so large and are camparable 
with the difference of a between ordered and disordered phases. This kind of variation of a! 
(curves in FIG.4) as a function of composition and t emperatwe due to ordering/disordering 
process has not been reported before. Considering that actual materials generally are not 
perfectly single phases with homogeneous composition, the strong composition dependence 
of the thermal expansion coeBcient might contribute to thermal stresses in alloys (the same 
conclusion is also valid for mineral crystals). 
The EOS parameter R (for isobaric) and 7 (Griineisen parameter, far isochoric) are also 
modified by configurational corrections. The variation of the former with A1 concentration is 
glott ed in figure 5. The Griineisen parameter has a shape very similar to the EOS parameter 
R when vibrational contributions are excluded. It is evident that the effect of short-range 
ordering is very strong. In contrast, long-range ordering corrections are very limited, just a 
slightly lower (higher) R in the L12 (Llo) single phase region. 
Remarkably, there are two points (a and b in FIG.5) where R appears constant with 
temperature for the metastable fcc phase at both sides of the Llo phase. However, these 
points do not occur when lattice vibrations are incIuded and we believe they have little 
sigdcance for materials behavior. 
When lattice vibrations are taken into account the behavior of the isochoric and isobaric 
FIG. 6: The Griineisen parameter as a fmction of A1 concentration at different temperatures. 
Vibrational contributions are included. 
EOS parameters changes significantly. Figure 6 shows the isochoric EOS parameter as a 
function of the Al concentration at different temperatures. The cross points a and b in 
figure 5 are removed by vibrational effects. The upset 'W-shape" (pointed out by arrow) 
appeass near stoichiometry. Although y of the Llo is rather temperature independent, y of 
the L12 phase is not. This is probably due to the order-disorder transformation of the L12 
phase in the displayed temperature range. Above the order-disorder temperature y attains a 
higher value again, as the 2950K data shows (line c in figure 6). This kind of rapid change of 
the Griineisen parameter expIains the sudden increase in pressure during an order-disorder 
transition in Ni3AT." 
The heat capacity at constant pressure Cp has a very similar shape as that of the thermal 
expansion coefficient. It suggests there is a common underlying cause. The variation of Cp 
with A1 concentration and temperature is shown in figure 7.27 Its variation with concentration 
(including the peaks and wings) and with temperature is considerable, which would enhance 
the inhomogenous temperature distribution during thermal treatment of alloys. 
The compressibility n is an important property to model compression behavior of ma- 
terials under high pressures. It is related to the bulk sound velocity via a thermodynamic 
relation. Orderldisorder has little effect on K. It is slightly lower in the ordered phases 
than in the disordered fcc phase, as shown in figure 8. Thus, long-range order has little 
influence on the bulk sound velocity. However, a deviation horn linearity due to short-range 
FIG. 7: The heat capacity at a constant pressure of 30GPa for Ni-AL alloys with vibrational 
contributions included. Notice the similarity with the thermal expansion coefficient. 
FIG. 8: The compressibility at 30GPa of Ni-Al alloys with vibrational contributions included. The 
dash-dot-dot line indicates the linear interpolation. For the mechanical mixture model K is slightly 
upwards protruding, 
order is apparent. For bcc lattice, it must be pointed out that the thmg is somewhat dif- 
ferent. Figure 9 shows the square of bulk sound velocity for B2 and disordered bcc phases, 
where the stability of B2 phase is relative to bcc structure and has an overestimated order- 
disorder temperature. One can see there both strong short- and long-range order effects are 
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FIG. 9: The square of bulk souiid velocity under 30GPa of Ni-A1 alloys on bcc lat8tmice with vibra- 
t8ioiial ~oiit~ributions included. Notice in reality the B2 phase should be equilibrating mit,h liquid or 
fcc phases and t'he temperatures are for reference only. 
present'ed. ~vherea,s the "19T-shape" is still absent'. 
To better undershnd the behas~ior of alloys mentioned a,bos~e. it is helpful to decompose 
t'he Gibbs free energy of forma,t'ioii into coiit~ribut~ions such as int'eriia'l energy, vibra'tional 
entropy. configura,tional entropy a,nd volume difference times pressure. respect'ively. The 
formatmion Gibbs free energy is defined rela,t,ive t'o that of the mixing model. na,mely. t'he 
mechanica,l mixt'ure of t'he ingredients a,s 
The inagnit'udes of each pa,rtia,l Gibbs free energjr of forima,tion a,t 2100K and 30GPa are 
shon-11 in figure 10. The iiiterna,l energy is the la,rgest contribution. followed by t'he volume 
difference and configurat8iona,l ent'ropy t'erms. The vibrat'ional ent'ropy difference is much less 
a8nd almost negligible. The sha,rp t8uriis in the curves of internal energy a8nd c~iifigura~tional 
entropy in t'he ordered single pha,se region suggest a connection to t'he "19T-shape" of t'he 
EOS properties. 
Variations of the EOS q~mntities a,s functions of t#empera,t,ure. pressure and concent,ra,tion 
a,re det'ermined completely by the Gibbs free energy a,s a functional of volume V and cor- 
rela't'ioii functioiis ti (a'fter iiitegratiiig out other degrees of freedom, sa'y, the conceiit~ration 
c). By defining a vector va,ria,ble 70 = V a,nd qi = ti. ( i  = 1.2. . . .). a,nd using t'he va,riational 
FIG. 10: The partial Gibbs free energy of formation at 3OGPa and 2100K for the fcc Ni-A1 system. 
Dotted lines indicate metast able/coexisting phase regions. 
condition = 0, one obtains 
- 1. 
where H is enthalpy and S the entropy including vibrational contributions. (e) is the 
inverse of the Hessian matrix with subscripts i and j labeling matrix elements. Using this 
relation, the heat capacity Cp is given by 
Here the subscripts c, P indicate that both composition c and pressure P are constants. 
Similarly, the thermal expansion coefficient a is expressed as 
and Griineisen parameter y is related to the correlation functions via Eq. (1 1) where the heat 
capacity at constant volume Cv is given by 
where F is t'he Helimholtz free energy aiid E t'he internal eiiergjr. These relat~ioiis indicat'e 
t'ha,t t'he "I\--shape" is direct'ljr relat'ed t'o t'he behavior of inverse Hessian ma'trix. Some of 
its elements d~mina t~e  t8he deta,iled t,hermodynamical behavior of alloys. mainly from t'he 
va,riat'ioii of Gibbs free energy m~it'h respect to correlat~ioii functions. In cont'ra'st t'o t'he 
pres~iously mentioned pr~pert~ies. the compressibility is det'ermined only by t'he variat'ion of 
free energy with respect to s~olume. 
a,nd it is unrelated t'o t'he correlation functions, a,nd the "i\T-shape" is not found for K ,  as 
shown in figure 8. so as for the bulk souiid velocit~j~ on bcc-based phases (cf. FIG.9). As 
t'he "i\T-sha,pe" coimposit~ioii dependence is governed imainlj, bjr t'he general beha,vior of t'he 
inverse of Hessian ima,trix with respect to correlat~ioii functions for order-disorder systems, 
t'he coiiclusions dra'wii here should be valid a'lso for other systems, e.g., iiit~erst~itia~l lloys a'nd 
mineral crjrst als. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
The variat'ion of EOS quant'it'ies a,s f~~nct'ions of concent,ra,tion and temperat'ure a,s calcu- 
lat'ed with ab initio ECIs m7a,s present'ed. The "19T-sha,pe" in the cornpositmion dependence 
a,round st~oichiometrj~ is observed for several import'a,nt propert'ies. Ana,lysis shows that t'his 
kind of beha,vior is rela,ted t'o t'he behas~ior of t'he inverse of Hessian ma,trix with respect 
t'o correlat'ion funct'ions. This explains the similarity in behavior of the hea,t capa,city a,nd 
t'he therma,l expa~iisioii coefficient, aiid the absence of t'he "i\T-shape" iiea,r st'oichiomet'ry for 
t'he compressibility aiid the bulk souiid velocity. The st'rong composit'ion dependence nea'r 
stoichiometry due to c~nfigurat~ional ~orrect~ions has not received much a,t#t,ention before a,nd 
majr be helpful for understanding subtle phenomena in alloj~s a,nd miiiera,l cryst'a,ls. The 
configurational correct'ed Gruneisen pa,ra,meter is also shown to have strong composition 
dependence near st'oichiometry around T,. This suggest's t,ha,t the EOS of order-disorder 
syst'ems is much more complica,t8ed tha,n pres~iously expect'ed a,nd that configura,tional effects 
cannot be neglected. In a,ddition. the variation of t'he bulk sound velocity in figure 9 is 
imuch at't'ra,ct'ive. Similar pheiioimeiia can be expected for t'ra,nsverse or loiigit~udiiia~l ib ra , -  
t'ion modes. a,nd might be useful for deep understanding of t'he propa,gat,ion of seismic waves 
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